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Prout Hall plan wins Administration approval
By Donna Kirk
An outline of proposed procedures
concerning the operation of Prout Hall
for graduate student housing has gained
the approval of the University administration.
Richard R. Eakin, assistant dean of
the graduate school, said he had submitted a list of questions and answers
which were compiled by graduate
students last week for approval by the
administration. The memorandum was
sanctioned Tuesday by Dr. James G.
Bond, vice president of student affairs,

An
Independent
Student
Voice

and Robert G. Rudd, director of resident
services.
"Students will establish their own
governing system and there will be no
administrators within the dormitory,"
Eakin said.
The approved plan provides for the
hall to be open during vacation periods,
beginning from September IS, 1971 until
August 31,1972. Continuing students will
be allowed occupancy throughout the
year.
A request for a single room would
guarantee single occupancy, and all
residents will be required to sign a

contract for a full academic year.
EAKIN SAID this provision was
similar to the rule In undergraduate
residence halls, which stipulates that a
student must sign a nine-month housing
contract.
The memorandum provides for the
use of alcoholic beverages in non-public
areas according to state laws. If Prout
residents wish to serve alcoholic
beveragespublicly with the hall, they may
do so with the permission of the office of
student affairs.
Parking facilities will be allocated to
residents according to their professional

positions with the University and other
graduate students will be assigned to the
closest resident student parking area.
RUDD SAID the hall had received
about 20 applications from prospective
residents for next year.
"Most graduate students wont come
until June or July, so we wont know for
sure how many will sign up until the
August 1 deadline," he said.
With one bathroom and kitchenette on
each floor, Rudd said, the facilities would
be "ideal" for single persons.
"Actually, any graduate students can

live there, but we would discourage
married couples, because it would be
awfully inconvenient for them," he
continued.
He said the advantages of having
graduate student housing on campus
would enable students to form a "small,
close community."
"Most graduate students come from
out of state and know nothing of the
community," he added.
ITS LOCATION would bring graduate
students close to tneir classes, and could
foster a "sharing of social and
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professional ideas," he said.
Merle Albright, president of the
Graduate Student Senate, said many
students were "holding back from
signing up" because they had questions
about the hall's operation and administration.
"We want to give students s model of
housing that hasn't existed on this
campus,'' Albright said.
Housing costs range from I1BS per
quarter per person in a double room, to
$250 for a single room. The rates are the
same as Harshman and Kreischer
residence halls.
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Case to test law
constitutionality
A case is ready to file in Federal Court
which would test the constitutionality of
the statute under which the persons apprehended for disrupting the ROTC
Review were arrested, according to Jack
Gallon, Toledo attorney.
Gallon, who represents those arrested
at the Review, said the case will be filed
in light of a recent Supreme Court ruliiig
on a Cincinnati statute.
IN RULING on a similiar ordinance,
the Court said that loitering laws must be
specific to be constitutional.
The Cincinnati
ordinance, which
was overturned by the Court, made it a
crime for three or more people to
assemble on city sidewalks "and there
conduct themselves in a manner annoying to persons passing by."
Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart
said the ordinance was invalid for two

reasons. He said it Is vague because "no
standard of conduct is specified at all."
SECOND, STEWARD said the ordinance violates the constitutional right
of free assembly and association.
"Our decisions establish that mere
public intolerance and animosity cannot
be the basis for abridgment of these
constitutional freedoms," he said.
Attorneys will be meeting today with
those arrested in the ROTC disturbances
to explain the possible alternatives that
are open to each individual, Gallon said.
He said they will meet with the people
to get the facts in each case and to get
authority from their clients to act in their
behalf.
The entire situation is "very fluid" at
this time according to Gallon. He added
that there has been some dialogue with

ROTC hearing set
The Curriculum Committee of the College of Business Administration
will hold an informal meeting Thursday, June 10, to discuss ROTC.
The meeting will be held in the Wayne Room of the University Union
from 2 p.m. to 5 pjn. All members of the University community are
invited to express their views at this meeting.
Because the meeting is informal, people who wish to present points of
view need not prepare written statements in advance.
However, if you wish to address the committee, you should contact
Mrs. Lois Smith, administrative assistant. College of Business, at
at 372-2747.
The meeting is closed to all except Committee members and
scheduled participants.

the University and there may be more
after the meeting with those arrested.
James F. Morris Jr., one of 21 persons
arrested was found guilty as charged
Tuesday in Bowling Green Municipal
Court.
JOSEPH VID01.I, Morris' attorney,
changed the defendant's original plea of
"not guilty" to a plea of "no contest" to
the charge.
After a hearing. Judge Allan Bechtel
declared Morris guilty as charged for
disrupting a lawful assembly and fined
him $25.
Three more University students were
arrested during the Memorial Day
weekend and two were arrested Tuesday,
bringing the count to 21.
There Is still one warrant outstanding.
The remaining 20 persons who were
arrested and pleaded innocent to the
disruption charges will have their cases
continued in Municipal Court on June 11.

Mvwtphot* by Lyiwi H Ob»

Gotcha!

Wow, it's better than playing with the old drinking fountains in grade
grade school. All you have to do is put your foot down just so
and
share a refreshing spray with a waiting <"•'<->-j.

Army general faces charges
for murder of Viet civilians
FT MEADE, Md. (AP) - Brig. Gen
John W. Donaldson, until recently a top
planner for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has
been charged with murdering six Vietnamese civilians and assaulting two
others, the Army announced yesterday.
The 47-year-old West Point graduate
is the highest-ranking officer accused of
killing civilians in the Vietnam war, and
the first U.S. general to be charged with a
crime In 70 years.
MaJ. Gen. Samuel W. Roster, now

demoted to brigadier general, Is under
IN ANNOUNCING the charges!
against Donaldson, the Army said also
charges of improperly investigating the
massacre of civilians at My Lai but is not' murder charges have been lodged
against I.t. Col. William J.McCloskey,
accused of a war crime.
The Army disclosed few details of the accusing him of the death of two VietDonaldson case, but Pentagon sources namese civilians in March 1969.
The Army said the two cases were not
said an investigation was started in
November after a helicopter pilot alleged connected.
the general took pot shots at Vietnamese
Both officers were members of the
civilians from his helicopter while flying
American Division, llth Infantry
over Quang Ngai Province during an
Brigade, the same one involved in the My
Lai massacre for which I.t. William L.
operation in late I960.

Opponents charge politics

Revenue plan debated
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon's revenue-sharing plan started on
its perilous path In Congress yesterday.
Bred on by opponents alleging politics,
constitutionality and fiscal irresponsibility.
"It seems to me we should put the
money where it is needed, not Just pass it
out as though buying votes," Rep.
Martha W. Griffiths (D-Mich.) told
Secretary of the Treasury John B.
Connally.
Connelly carried to the House Ways
and Means Committee the administration's case for a S5-billion, nostrings allotment of federal tax receipts
to state and local governments.
Chairman Wilbur D. Mills (D-Ark.)
says he expects the committee to block
the proposal.
Nm»lM by Lyi» M. Ofc~

Bulls eye?

Somebody up in wild blue yonder must be
planning a target-practice session, or some
other sort of mysterious circles have suddenly appeared atop the Math-Science BMg.
If s your guess, too.

MRS. GRIFFITHS contended the
proposed formula for sharing the
revenue would favor many small towns
in no great difficulty, at the expense of
cities that need more funds, and whose
residents pay much of the federal income
tax.
Although Connally protested the big
cities would get more per capita than
small towns, Mrs. Griffiths said "this

formula is a political formula, guaranteed to get the vote of every town and
county
official
in
America."
Saying the local governments could do
more tax collecting on their own, she
suggested "in some areas revenue
sharing would pick up the whole tax bill."
"I DONT think that would occur,"
Connally said. "The states have enacted
450 tax raises since 1959. When I was

governor of Texas I raised taxes every
time the legislature met."
"Does Texas have an income tax?"
Mrs. Griffits asked.
"No, ma'am," Connally replied.
"Michigan has a real one and Detroit
also," Mrs. Griffiths said. "I'm not
really much Interested in using federal
taxes from these areas to help areas that
have not made as much tax effort."

Calley Jr. has been sentenced to a life
term for murdering 22 civilians.
Officials said Donaldson had been
notified in advance of the announcement
and took the day off from his Job as
special assistant to the chief of staff for
the First Army, headquartered here at
Ft. Meade.
His military lawyer, I.t. Col. Robert
Pydasheff, said he has advised the
general to make no statements at this
time.
McCLOSKEY, 39, a native of Wilkes
Barre, Pa., served as Donaldson's
operations officer in the llth brigade.
Donaldson then a colonel, took over the
brigade in October 1968 more than six
months after My Lai.
Col. Oran K. Henderson, llth brigade
commander at the time of My Lai, has
been accused of covering up the My Lai
incident. Preliminary hearings in his
trial at Ft. Meade are in recess.
Quang Ngai province was the scene of
both the My Lai massacre and the
alleged incidents involving Donaldson,
which the Army said occurred between
November 1968 and January 1969.
The Army's official statement used
the word "alleged" in referring to the
eight Vietnamese as civilians. It is understood this phrasing was used because
an issue in the case is whether they were
enemy troops.

Burned coed dies in Toledo
Patricia Anne Tillotson, 18, freshman
(Ed.), died Tuesday night in St. Vincent's
Hospital in Toledo. She had remained in
critical condition in the burn unit since
May 8 when she set herself on fire in
Mooney Hall
Lucas County Coroner Dr. Harry
Mignery ruled the death as accidental
and listed the cause as a kidney failure
complicated by secondary infections
resulting from the burns. Sixty per cent
of her body received third degree burns.

Miss Tillotson was found enveloped in
flames in her room by resident advisor
Linda Harp on May 8. Miss Harp put the
Are out with a Are extlnquisher and
blankets.
Police believe Miss Tillotson sprayed
her body with lighter fluid and set herself
on Ore. Officials said the coed had apparently taken meacaline, a narcotic
drug, laced with strychnine early on that
Saturday morning before the fire.
Miss Tillotson will be buried at 10:30

a.m. Saturday in Lima In Childs It Son
Mortuary.
The family requests that any offerings
in the form of contributions be sent to
Trinity United Methodist Church
Memorial Fund or to LaPonda, a Lima
drug abuse and education program.
Miss Tillotson is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. John Tillotson, 2227 W. High St.,
Lima.
Also surviving are slaters,
Christine, Susan, Barbara, Ann and
Cynthia.
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eprreRiaLS
military justice
During the period of life In which the average American
male performs perhaps his most "cltlzen-like" dutyserving the military-he Is sure to be stripped of one of his
most basic constitutional rights as a citizen: the right to a
fair trial.
Justice, military style, is based on near Middle Ages
concepts.
The Uniform Code of Military Justice, drawn up in 1950,
was the first major change In military |ustice policies
since 1776. In that year John Adams and Thomas Jefferson composed a "System of Justice for the American
Army."
The Code, however, is totally inadequate, the cancer of
the entire system being the inescapable influence of the
defendant's commanding officer, which the Uniform Code
promotes.
The commanding officer, or CO, decides what the
charges will be in each court case, handplcks the fury
(thus ensuring a great amount of cooperation), controls
pre trial investigation of all charges and usually decides
whether or not to jail the defendant prior to the trial.
The military justice system allows for no bail, no trial
by peers (only by superior officers;, and thus no due
process. Defense attorneys have no subpoena power,
little freedom of cross-examination and no power to call
military witnesses.
Defense attorneys must make their requests for witnesses through the prosecution. If the prosecution doesn't
feel the witnesses should be called, they aren't.
The Code itself consists of a number of articles which
are so antiquated, so general in tone and nature and so
catchall in phrasing, that they may be interpreted In
literally any light by the commanding officer.
The military wins an average 95 per cent of their cases
(110,000 cases in 1969).
Considering the very antiConstitutional nature of the Code, the Inhumanly overcrowded and unsanitary military prison conditions and the
large number of military criminal convictions, it appears
the serviceman, and America, must concede defeat to
military "|ustlce".
Charles Morgan Jr., American Civil Liberties Union
lawye' inay have had the bluntest insight into the problem
when ,,e recently said, "The Uniform Code of Military
Justice is uniform, is a code and Is military-and therefore
has nothing to do with justice."

security's secret storm
By Kithy FrizEditor

claimed they were being harrassed out of
their jobs.

Some My they voluntarily resigned,
others indicate they were forced to
leave, but no one will publicly admit why
James Saddoris and William Steinfurth
have resigned as director and assistant
director of safety and security.

IT WAS NO secret that Saddoris
thought the department needed an
overhauling, particularly in the areas of
training and discipline.
And it was also no secret that his staff
objected to the overhaullng-or perhaps
they merely objected to the manner In
which he was making the changes.
Saddoris stated In February bis
department was suffering from a severe
case of the tall trying to wag the dog and
it was "going to stop."

Were they incompetent or too competent? Incapable or too capable? Individuals or yes men? No one will say.
According to Dr. Otto Bauer, assistant
to the vice president of student affairs,
the Administration "does not think It is
proper to discuss personnel matters in a
public forum."
Why? The public pays taxes, the
public pays tuition, and the public coughs
up contributions to the University, all of
which directly or indirectly enable the
University to hire the personnel involved
in these matters.
SADDORIS himself will not go on the
record with his personal reasons for
resigning, although a statement released
by him to the press Tuesday raises a
number of possibilities.
Saddoris said in his 11-month stay at
the University he had worked "under
conditions that in my professional
opinion have prevented me from
guaranteeing anyone on campus a
reasonable measure of safety or
security."
What were those unfavorable conditions? The so-called personality
clashes between Saddoris and his staff
reported last February?
At that time personnel within the
department was changing around faster
than the weather. One officer was
removed because of a burglary indictment, others were being transferred
or simply resigning, some because they

Was he unable to stop It? And is that
why he and Steinfurth are leaving? Or
was it something more?
The security department's handling
of anti-ROTC demonstrations this past
month has unexpectedly raised one very
puzzling question, a question that really
shouldn't arise at a large university
which is supposedly organized to obtain
maximum results from all its departments.
EVERYBODY IS wondering, but no
one Is willing to tell, who is really running
the security department.
Is it the director, working through an
assistant and the chief of the security
force?
Or is it someone else higher up In the
administrative hierarchy?

AND OTHERS say he wasn't even
consulted when the University Hied
charges against 22 people allegedly involved in the disruption of the
President's Review May 18.
If it's true that Saddoris has not had a
hand in these activities, then who is
running the show?
No one will say.

According to another source, rumors
that Saddoris has been Intentionally left
out of the University's actions in
response to anti-ROTC demonstrations
are untrue.
Instead, it has been said Saddoris has
made himself unavailable, intentionally
ruling himself out of all deliberations.
Maybe security officers know who the
real boss is, but the rest of the University
community doesn't, and it's about time
they did. .
WE DON'T NEED a repeat per-

formance of the night demonstrators
broke into Memorial Hall. That night no
one, from top administrators right on
down knew who was doing what to keep
the building or the University intact.
Perhaps President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
was on the right track when he said he
waa considering the possibility of
bringing in an outsider this summer to
study the security department and
suggest a possible reorganization.
Both he and Saddoris seem aware of
the fact that something needs to be done
with the department, but they apparently
differ on what that something is.
Administration spokesmen have
hinted that Saddoris did not leave
because he wanted to. He was asked to
resign.
IN HIS STATEMENT, Saddoris said
he sent a letter (reportedly seven pages
long) to President Moore on May 20
describing what he believed to be a
"serious situation."
"I had requested that the situation be
resolved and if that was not possible, I
chose to resign," he said.
On May 27 he received a letter from
President Moore accepting his
resignation, effective June 30.
So now both he and Steinfurth are
leaving, and no one will give the real
reasons why.
It's about time the University community got some answers.

"..#«,*««*;*«; SfcWv?
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clear the fog
I would like Tim Smith, assistant
dean of students and adviser to the Inter-fraternity Council, to define Just what
"quality people" are. According to a BG
News article of May 27 entitled "Greek
system: Fading, Faltering But Still
Here," Mr. Smith believes that this Is the
king of students that Greek organizations
should procure as potential members.
His more specific explanation could help
clear the fog surrounding the "debate"
over the value of Greek life.

vonm<

mNOF

DaveKraus
926-E. Wooster St.

•me BG news

According to one spokesman in the
administration, Saddoris was not even
aware of, let alone responsible for, some
of the actions taken by his staff during
the demonstrationa.
Some say he knew nothing about the
order to send out a force of security officers equipped with helmets, night
sticks and revolvers to protect Memorial
Hall during the second night of the antiROTC sit-in.

REAR GUARD
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Washington revolutionaries
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
My friend, Arnold Strang, has been
fired by the White House -all because of
The New American Revolution. And he
started it, too.
According to Strang, the President
called him
last January and said,
"Look here, Strang, I've been in power
two years and nothing much seems to
happen around here. What should be
done?"
"Well, sir," said Strang thoughtfully,
"history shows that when those in power
fail to better conditions the result is often
a revolution."

the President, straightening his
moderately-narrow tie and flicking a
speck of lint from his moderately-wide
lapel. "To be perfectly candid, I have
always, in my opinion, wished to lead a
revolution. Let us, let the chips fall
where they may, have one."
The result, of course, was the
President's State of the Union address on
January 23, wherein he ringingly called

for "a new American revolution" - including revenue sharing, welfare reform,
government reorganization and an all-out
war on disease.
Strang was so moved by the
President's fiery summons to revolution
that he loyally grew a beard.
Having the only beard in the White
House drew looks from his colleagues
that Strang presumed were envious.

Lerrers

torial Board.

"GOOD THINKING, Strang," said

STUDENT
j^-BooV

HOUSIM*

artdtrews

SPIKE OFTHEVEMt/

mitz misjudgment
Rick Mill's editorial "Nonsense-itivity" in the May 26 BG News disturbed me
somewhat. I felt that many of his criticisms of sensitivity groups were unjustified and
based on assumption rather than fact. His generalizations about sensitivity groups
seem to be based on one personal group experience and another apparently recounted
to him by a friend. I do not feel that this limited experience qualifies him to make
judgements about sensitivity groups in general.
I have participated in several group encounters this term, and none even remotely
resembled those cited In the editorial. There were no frightening "tactilely-oriented"
experiences, no sex orgies, no "brutal words." On the contrary, my experiences with
sensitivity groups have been extremely rewarding.
I have not encountered any "Charles Schulxian Medusa with. . .(an) abrasive
personality." The group leaders of my sessions have all been quite personable and
genuinely concerned with the Individuals in the group. I have not yet seen one of them
force a group member to "become sensitive," or to participate In an activity against
his will. And there has been no ridiculing of group members whose conception of
"sensitivity" differs from that of the leader's.
Ihavenodwbtthettherearegrwu)erKr<mnterssinuUartotheorieso^scrir)edinthe
editorial, but in my opinion they are few and far between. From personal experience
I have found that many college students are frightened away from group encounters
by tales and rumors of sessions such as the one Mitz attended. Had I been one of
them, I feel that I would have missed out on quite a few meaningful experiences and a
greater Insight into human nature and behavior. Group encounters arent all a string
of bad scenes.
I don't mean to say that sensitivity groups are for everyone. Some people get
nothing out of them; some Just don't like them. (Not everybody likes pint, either.)
But many people are depriving themselves of greater comprehension of themselves
and of others by not giving sensitivity groups s chance.
One last thought: I prefer to think of group encounters not as a passing fad, but as
an original method of helping people cope with themselves and their problems more
effectively. And not as "training'' In sensitivity, but as a practice in understanding
yourself.
Lynn Miller
337 McDonald West

Encouraged, he took to wearing khaki
fatigues, smoking large cigars and
reading aloud from a little red, white and
blue book he had privately printed called,
"Quotations From Our Beloved Leader."
He claimed this eased his heartburn and
cured his duodenal ulcer.
THE MORE he thought about the new
American revolution, the more
revolutionary he became. When the
President passed him in the hall one
morning, he raised a fist and cried
happily, "Power to the People."
"What's that?".said the President,
startled.
"I was referring, sir," said Strang,
thumbing through his Quotations, "to
where you said revenue sharing would
'turn back power to the people.' Such a
great revolutionary slogan."
• Hmmm," said the President.
THE NEXT DAY, Strang greeted him
with: "From each according to his
ability, to each according to his needs,
comrade" - citing the President's
welfare program in Justification.
After that, it was "Oust the enemies of
the revolution" - a reference to the
bureaucrats who would lose their Jobs
under the President's government
reorganization plan.
The climax came when Strang,
carried away by ardor, interrupted the
President as he was briefing a group of
Wall Street financiers on his health plan.
"Death to the enemies of the people"
shouted Strang, waving his cigar aloft
Unfortunately, he was purged before he
could explain he meant virus and bacteria.
THOUGH NOW a pitiful, broken man
living in seclusion, Strang has not lost his
faith In the revolution. Nor, unlike many
Washington observers, does he think it
has failed. "If it had failed, its leader
would be in exile," he points out, "at
best"
Then what happened to it? "Aba," be
says, "when was the last time you heard
our beloved leader or any of his aides
mention the new American revolution?"
"Obviously," he says, looking conspiratoriaUy over has shoulder, "it's
merely gone underground."

• *
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| Grads will hear Blatchford

Peace Corps head to speak
Joseph H. Blatchford,
director of the Peace Corps,
will
discuss
American
volunteerism in the post-war
era
at commencement
exercises June 12.
Blatchford, the third
director of the Peace Corps in
Its ten-year history, will speak
to approximately 1,700

University graduates who are
scheduled to receive degrees
in the morning ceremonies in
the stadium.
The commencement
speaker has been described by
President Nixon as "one of the
ablest young men I have ever
known." He was appointed
director of the Corps in May,

I960 and is now organizing and
directing a new Action Corps,
designed to unite the various
efforts of the government in
the field of citizen service.
BLATCHFORD'S SUCCESSFUL efforts in the field
of private volunteerism led to
his appointment to head the
Peace Corps, and sub-

Cars towed from lot

N.«a»h.» by Mlk. F.Um«.

Construction pipes make an artistic design when they are tied together
waiting to be incorporated into the new Business Administration Bldg.

Pipe lines

La Maison Francaise opens
in fall for interested coeds
University by Dr. Paul
Wurzburger, of Cleveland,
honorary French Consulate.

A new language experience
for French-speaking
University coeds will be
provided next fall with the
opening of La Maison Francaise (The French House) on
campus.
La Maison Francaise,
which currently houses Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority, will be
a place where students can
learn the language h\
speaking it in day-to-daj
living situations.
Funds for the necessary
refurnishing of the house are
being provided with money
from a previous gift to the

UNDER THE DIRECTION
of a resident advisor, who is a
native of France, the house
will be a center for suchFrench-related activities as
meetings of the French Club
and PI Delta Phi, French
honorary, receptions for
visiting professors and
cultural programs.
Qualifications for the 23student house are the desire
and ability to speak French at
all times.
Occupancy will be limited

Theatre group presents
'Evening in Two Acts1
The University Theatre
Studio Productions will
present "An evening of
Theatre in Two Acts" to close
the theatre season. "Act One"
and "Act Two" will be
presented Saturday, June 5, at
8 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre.
"Act One" includes two
character sketches, a one-act
and an original script in its
world premiere.
William
Clayton Johnson, sophomore
(Ed.), opens the show in Jules
Feiffer's "The Unexpurgated
Memoirs
of
Bernard
Mergendeiller."
SCOTT
NORRIS,
sophomore (Ed.), will direct

to females at first due to construction of an Inpresent facilities, however, ternational
Language
males will be Invited to visit . Residence Complex would not
be possible in the near future.
the house at meal times.
When the Alpha Gamma
According to Dr. Clifford J. Delta sorority announced
Gallant, chairman of the plans to move Into a fraternity
department of romance house at the other end of
languages, 16 women have campus, the building was
already applied and with the made available to the
return of University students department of romance
from abroad and the arrival of languages.
Among those instrumental
new graduate students, the
house will possibly be filled by in the founding of the French
House
was
Theodore
fall.
In the event that ap- Wakefield, special consultant
plications exceed capacity, to the University President
French majors and minors and a member of Alliance
Francaise In Toledo.
will receive priority.
Advisors to LB Maison
LA MAISON FRANCAISE Francaise are Dr. Warren J.
will provide not only Wolfe, professor of romance
preparation for living abroad, languages and Mile. Mlchellne
but also the opportunity to Ghlbauso, as
assistant
of
romance
keep language skills alive professor
after returning from France. languages. They will act as
The Idea of building or liasons between the departpurchasing a French House ment, the French House and
arose when it was learned that the Alliance Francaise.

"Quo Vadis, Tinkerbeir and
"The Man on the Tower,' uoth
by Cleve Haubold.
Steve
Allerding, freshman (A&S),
will close "Act One" with his
own world premiere
"Act Two" is an original
That famous Living Theatre Extravaganza. Salome
scenario by Richard Hebein,
appeared in BG last week for just a one-night stand.
instructor
in
romance
And Salome danced until people began losing their heads
over her.
languages.
It is entitled
Tonight she's back in town1 Another one night stand1
"Little Women-Too Little
And she'll be dancing in the Men's Gym starting at 7 p.m.
Women" or "InsensiUtity Is
Her Irlends Rotgut are gonna be playing back up again.
Its Own Reward," and will be
And Living Theatre lives on in the hearts of men1 And
directed by Larry Powell,
nobody II be turned away Irom her dancing.
teaching fellow in speech. The
Bring your friends. Bring youi cameras. Bring yourself
all together for the fine dance steps of Salome. BG s
production presents life at
favorite
toe-tapper.
three stages: The Funny, The
Vulgar and The Beautiful.
There will be no reserved
seats and admission is free. ************* *4,1**1**1**1

Police tow trucks were
busy yesterday as a result of
trespassing charges filed in
Bowling Green Municipal
Court against owners of 23
cars illegally parked in the
Mercer Road lot of St. John's
Episcopal Church.
The charges were filed by
Chester Dallas, secretary to
Rev. James Trautwein, pastor
of St. John's.
Most of the cars towed
away from the church lot,
directly across Mercer Road
from Harshman Quadrangle,
belong to University students.
Father Trautwein said
student use of the church
parking area is a constant
problem to parishioners He
said recently "students were
obstreperous about moving
their cars" to make room for
cars arriving at the church for
a funeral.

All students interested in student teaching in southwest Ohio (Fostoria, Findlay, Dayton, Reading, or
Lima) for Fall and Winter quarters next year should
stop and see representatives from these areas June 8.
The representatives will be In the Pink Dogwood
Suite Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Good luck
to the VI grads.

$2,000-53,000 plus continued
income during school year
For Interview Only come to
The Alumni Room in The
Student Union, Sunday June 6th
at 7:00 P.M.
Living International Inc.

Sat. 12-4:30 pm

Your University Florist
Free Delivery

353-1045

Northwest Yamaha Doesn't
Sell Used Cars
We sell better machines at
better prices & give better
service on any make
motorcycle.

YAMAHA
IT'S A BETTER MACHINE
112 E. Washington '; Block
east of S. Main Across from
The Car Wash
352-7609

PUTT-PUTT BOOK PASS
OFFER

the spring meeting of the 15nation organization.
On the eve of the two-day
conference West German
authorities stressed that a Big
Four settlement of Berlin's
future must precede any new
negotiations for a Europewide security system.

available at 1 p.m.
rather than at 8 a m.
This
change
is
necessary because
Monday was observed
as a holiday, causing a
delay in processing time
cards.

]

Behind Moseley Hall
National YMCA "Skin & Suba"
Diving Courses Offered
In This Area This Summer
BOWLING GREEN
UNIVERSITY POOL
(Stud & related college
personnel) $22.50

Thru. June 24
8:00 p.m.

Sign Up at Class
NAPOLEON HIGH
SCHOOL POOL
Sign up at school or
Class $24.00
FOSTORIA YMCA
Sign up at Y
*»
member $25 OO.nonmem $35.00

Mon. June 14
6:30 p.m.

Tues. June 8
6.30 p.m.

LEARN ABOUT "INNER SPACE"
ALL Equipment Furnished
Further Information
Call 943-2664 after 5:00 p.m

IT PILES UP
FASTER
WHEN YOU
SELL US YOUR

USED
BOOKS...
Top Wholesale
Prices For
Drops

feel cioursel-fojoHitva
5*iVN*jfpuUh*tioekht
'»A4?"tocdS.
• »«Abt

FL0WERH0USE

V

SAVE THE NEWS

•p'Tia.

From the

NATO backing sought
I Checks I
University v
All
payroll checks
for *
for talks on troop cuts Friday,
June 4 will be ij

LISBON, Portugal (AP) President Nixon's
administration, spurred by
Congress, set out yesterday to
win the backing of a divided
North
Atlantic
Treaty
Organization for early talks
HE SAID HE "dislikes" with the Soviet Union on Eastbringing trespassing charges West troop cuts In Europe.
against students as it is a
First indications were that
heavy blow, and a blot on their Secretary of State William P.
driving record." The fine on Rogers has run into difthe charge is about $37, he ficulties among fellow foreign
ministers assembling here for
said.

MONEY!!!
I Need To Hire 2 Instate
Aid 8 Out Of State Students
(male or female)
For Summer Employment

The pastor said he is no waiver necessary," Father
longer legally permitted to Trautwein said, adding that so
remove the cars from church far the administration has
property without going been uninterested or unwilling
through the court formality of to cooperate.
filing such charges. He said
Father Trautwein said if
this is about the fourth time the University policed the lot,
it would not only be an efthis year he has done so.
"We have on occasion fective deterrent to repeat
asked the University to take violations, but an appearance
over policing the lot for In student court on the
student violations, and have violation would be less costly
agreed to sign whatever to the student.

sequently the new Action
Corps.
A graduate of UCLA,
Blatchford was studying law
at the University of California
at Berkeley when his concern
for the relations between
North and South America
caused him to leave school
temporarily to organize a
good will tour of Latin
America, featuring tennis
exhibitions and jazz concerts.
Two years later, he
organized a private volunteer
action group called ACTION
The organization, still in
existence today, attempts
through self-help projects to
improve living conditions in
the slums of South American
cities.
He was director of ACCION
in Venezuela from 1960-64 and
became executive director of
ACCION International in 1964,
leaving that position to
assume directorship of the
Peace Corps.

fc>04 i.r*M»w
«s.°*

• £hrtir»p
«9«e>««S
CJAI»< brea4

Special Sale On
Family Books
4 Books for 10.00
44 games of Putt-Futt
reg price 75</game
save over 50« gome

BEE-GEE BOOK
STORE

Offer Good With Coupon

Putt-Putt 1033 S. Mail

Putt-Putt Book
Pass

1424 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Majority call Lt. 'scapegoat'

By William LatwIaUk

IN ANSWER to the
question, "If Calley is found
guilty and sentenced, do you
feel the president should
reduce his sentence?." 368
answered yes and 261 answered no.
However, 242 said that If

Calley was found guilty and
sentenced, the president
should pardon him and 332
said Calley should not be
pardoned.
Three hundred twentyseven of those polled felt the
president was right in his

Board opposes channel
The Student Advisory
Board at the Firelands
Campus has passed a
resolution opposing the
proposed channelization of the
Huron River north of Milan by
the Ohio State Highway
Department.
The resolution describes
this part o* the river as a

Now leasing

STUDENT APTS.
or 12 month and
summer leases

"winding, picturesque portion" and states that channelization is Inconsistent with
ecological balance and is a
threat to the natural habitat of
the area.
Copies of the resolution
have been sent to area
legislators, and the students
have offered their services to
any legislators and groups
who oppose the project.
Gregg Chris tman, Student
Advisory Board president,
said the board Is recommending that nest year's
senate be prepared to work for
this and other environmental
projects that may need
legislative action.

Fufmth.d 2 Bedrooms
Clot* t. Campus
Individually Controlled
air conditioning and haotlng
Wall—to— wall corpotlng
Coble T.I.vi.ion
Rotpon.lv* Manag.mont 24 hour.
RENTAL OFFICE
1863

STI'DV SOUNDS
IUPRUVC I. HAD IS
IrM trut* Hi
t(ICllM«W*L.* MMCHJCID '
«• 110 MAP41.
OUH TM4I

".-a:,..

FALCON PLAZA MOTfcL

Aerott From Northman

intervention Into the case and
272 felt he was not right.
The effect of the media and
public opinion was explored in
several questions. Of those
questioned, 362 felt the media
Influenced
the
court's
decisions concerning Lt.
Calley and 204 said it did not,
while 316 felt public opinion
influenced the court and 254
said it did not.
WHEN ASKED If "this
incident and the subsequent
trial are beneficial because of
the exposure given to such
massacres?. "422 said yes and
209 said no.
The strongest negative
response was brought by the
question, "Do you think the

WBGU given grant
to hire newsman
A $7,300 Corporation for
Public Broadcasting grant has
been awarded to WBGTJ-FM to
hire a full-time news and
public affairs director.
The 12-month basic station
support grant is given yearly
to non-commercial public
stations
meeting
qualifications set by CPB. Of
the 462 such stations In the
country, only 106 are CPB
members.

a . it-.-

352-1971

GIANT Qf A SALE
Final Clearance
Prices

army's views are right concerning the difference between mass bombings (being
all rightiand mass shootings
(being a crime)?
S67
responded no and
St
responded yes.
Two questions brought a
large response of no opinion.
When asked "In your opinion
are Calley and his radioman
telling the truth 342 had no
opinion, 316 answered yes and
79 answered no.
The question, "Is Medina
telling the truth?" brought 496
answers of no opinion,49 said
yes and 190 said no.
Of those taking the survey
677 were students and 70 were
veterans.

WBGU-FM has also Joined
the new national network for
public radio, NPR (National
Public Radio), which is
funded by CPB.

HKJQBQ
NOW SHOWING
at 7:15,9:15
Vot Sun Mot ot
2:15,4.15

WLinSNEY,pt-mUESVHir

To meet CPB and NPR
qualifications a station must
have broadcasting power
equal to 250 watts, have an
adequate control room and
studio, employ a full-time paid
professional staff of no less
than three persons (or an
equivalent), be on the air 46
weeks of the year and six days
per week for at least eight
hours a day, and design 50 per
cent of its programming for a
public audience.
Initial NPR programming
will consist of a dally 90mlnute news show to be
broadcast beginning Monday
from 5 to 6:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Future plans
Include morning, noon and
weekend broadcasts, plus
taped programs of music and
other features.

shin.

Ride needed Los Anselea or
West. June 9
I
2-1671

When was ine

Riden needed to Chicago.
WUc, Minn, around Kh. Call
Wade between 5 and 10 at 3533471
DESPERATE: 1 sals need
ride to a from N.Y.C. June »
after 5 p.m. Call Marina HIM
Riders needed for N.E., New
Jersey, N.Y.C. area. Leaving
Mon or Tuas. Call for Ken 11150
WANTED

(exactly).

52 ('.iiluinily.
57 Kurlv kinit
of Knitliintl.

.

iihemd-2.
Cosuol Slacks - Clear Thtm Out at $2.87
Jeans - Regularly $8.00 to $12.00 Now $3.99
Leather and Suede Vests - Only $5.99
Neck Nies - Now $1.91 or 3 for $5.00
Gant B.D. Shirts - $.95 or 3 for $2.50
(sizes .4,141., 15 - 17)
Shoes - Regularly to $40 Now $9.99

Me— e._7lJ0.o,J0
Set Sue Mot. 2,3:40,5:20

fNBC

•SfjelSen
1432 E. Wooster St.

IGEONS

•*••
.Y. Daily Kevn

BBaaaaV—---

NEEDED: 1 MBA's for 4 man
spt at Csmpus Manor i behind
Burger Chafi from Sept to
June with 1 other MBA's Call
353-0M4 after I
PERSONALS
BUY AN INKSTONE TODAY
Need a Summer Job? Good
money, travel, living quarters, outdoor amusement
business Phone 3544103
Mini Mu's say- PIKA's thans
For a wrealiy wet one! You
were great! I guess we really
heard a fire engine?!
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exports.
35 Realty unit.
39 Slip uml
sliiles.

0

14

times.
49 Coal or
jacket.
52 Entitle.
53 Words of
ken.
54 Purvey.
55 Huiriilo's
waterfront.
.'.li (ihelto
problem.
5K Reputation.
59— mutton,
liil Time unit.
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SALE

OR

RENT

For Sale: Si MusUn|. Good
i-ondluon-cheep-call 3544054
COLOSSAL BOOK SALE
Saturday June I II em to I
pm M and M Enterprises 301
N. Summit
•4 ll'slO' Park EsUtes
Trailer, many eitras, 353-7133
In the Village; Brick ft
Aluminum 3 bedroom ranch.
tally carpeted, Its bath,
range, refrig. dishwasher, a
disposal, garage.
Under
ps.000 3614*40

1M 10'iSO' Mobile home,
eicellent cond. air. carpeted,
1 bdrm. skirted, fence k shad,
en let Klw. Ft) aTMBU
baton I. attar 3 3tYa-7SN
Sea Vatan's for the perfect
Grad. gift. If we don't have it.
we will do our beat to get It
VATAN'S 10t N. Main
ALL YOU CAN EAT..J
from 11 a m to 7:30 pjn.
Every Monday. SPAGHETTI.
tender Spaghetti with meat
sauce, grated cheese, tossed
sslad, fresh roll* butler, II II
Every
Wednesday.
CHICKEN, golden fried
Chicken, crisp cole slaw,
trench fried potatoes, treat)
roll * butter, 11.41
Every
Friday, FISH, deep fried
Fillet, trench fried potatoes,
crisp cola slaw, tartar sauce,
fresh roll k butler, I1U BIG
N

BUY AN INKSTONE TODAY

For Sals: Teat, 7x7 with floor.
Best offer. Come to 345 S
Maple after S pjn.

ALPHA PHI SENIORS • get
high far year -picnic" -The
underclassmen are waiting to
ate what you're "leaving
behind'' and '-where you're
going!" YOUR PUT SISTERS

New H length 1130 leather
coal for MS.
Also gnat
album. 51 forM* Also super I
G. A F movie camera, saw MS
Ph 3M-1M3

CONGRATS and Lots Of Luck
to the ADPI SENIORS 4. ft L,
Pledges

Air conditioner. Emerson,
11.0*) BTU Use only 2 mo
352-16*2 after!

Buy an INKSTONE today

lOspeed bike, like new Sony I
track cartridge recording
deck 3514441

Fresh Kltttea Free for the
asking Contact Spinels, room
300 Hem Hall. Kittens are
annul and ready to go.
Available June S or 4.

(MANY OTHER GIANT DEALS)

IS

A

11'sM' Holly Part Mobile
home, with tool abed, lot 71
Gypsy Lane Trailer Court

Wanted: One male far neat
year at Winthrop South. Call
BUI 2-1254 or Jim 3SM2S4

*J„

1

47 In recent

Solution of Yeaterday'ti I'unlr

Anyone interested in selling a
motorcycle contact Apt. 341
Winthrop South.

Need! 1 F SepUlune Block
off camp. US-mo 351W42

.THE SOUND OF TERROR
DJ
Color by DC UUXF*

2

C Field Enterpri

Houaeboy needed for Alpha
Gamma Delta house Call
Cindy 1-1201
«, .

NEED Graduation ocketawlll pay-call 354-45*5

The
Mcphisto

■

211 In contention.
33 Crawford or
Kcnnell.
34 Pag*.
,1ft Uml —
(help).
37 Utters.
3K IIml feed.
411 Rhyme
seheme.
41 — Romero.
44 Relative of
rle.
45 Hriilae term.
4(i Sliuhl
fiHitinH.
ehM'.ryiiliiMTitmi.
541 Greek vowel.
51 Ttm —

ISM 10x55' Schult Mobile
home. 3 bedroom, aaoeusd in
patio, 1 utilities bids, skirtng,
turn, dish-washer, waahar ft
Dryer, and other pluses. 153
Gypsy Lane Trailer Court

Ride to and from Downtown
Toledo, daily-summer 371.1718

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOXr>eser>t
A CXJINN MAflTN PROTXJCTION

companion.

2« l'ratable.

and Serial Value." 11 In.
credit. Co-op Uvtnf. Financial
Aid. Call Nell Browne. 3731646 or 1(0- Miller. 5534112
FOR

:15,9:30

iw Sprite.
I'.!' Asaents.
70 To's

II

RIDERS

inen-a-f

Art of
disputation.
Y»leinan.
Bell sound.
Eternally.
Settle firmly
attain.
Romance
lungitufte.
Kwc. in
Aries.
11 — (itvvn.
12 Family
members.

43 Deteriorates.
45 Lawman.

1 r1 ]
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TV

I. I'll
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Yeitenlay's rrvpluHrum: tine character tries
to sell wlnesup apples with no rures,

i= i: HIP
fc

III A K

1

-a**- CLaSSIFIED -8«wc11, in

-STallvlUM-r-

Kind of car.
Wipe out.
4
Notion.
— Horisonlc, 5
Brazilian
6
clly.
7
IMi European
H
quart.
117 Old9
f.ishiomil
KU>.
III
.

13 Popular
f-triu-.il
ittlc Bo
16 Adjective
cndimlil.
17 Actor's
concern.
IK Hull: (tar.
19 rnriiflU-il.
21 Aphid.
23 Paine anil
Sitwyer.
23 Miiliummed

42 I'receiliiiH.

15 Recompense.
ill Small fry.
22 Famous
essayist.
24 Surmounted.
2G Oust.
27 Lover.
2X Small rivet.
29 Amies
deniien.
3(1 (icrman
river.
31 Remove an
obstacle.

I Where
Mcrida is.

61
62
G4
(55

ACROSS
I Letter.
4 I'stinov or
Nero.
0 Family
member.
12 Japanrw'

Calley poll results reported
A majority of students
polled In a recent survey on
campus said they felt I.t.
Calley was used by the Army
at a scapegoat during the
court-martial for his part in
the My Lai massacre.
When asked the question,
"Do you feel that Lt. Calley is
being used as a 'scapegoat'?"
564 out of 745 taking the survey
answered yes.
Student opinion was found
to be split on the issues in
question in the poll taken by 13
students from a political
science 101 course taught by
Terry Jones, instructor in
political science.
Of the students polled, 2S6
said Calley should be punished
and 343 said he should not.

DOWN
1 Smith or
Hepburn.
2 Saharan.

PUZZLE

Drop Out Drop ta Spend Fall
Quarter atudytng "Personal

N Prymouth ram goad, beet
offeroverMO
11 VW. M engine, beat offer
Oraa.

'13 Conralr rebuilt enf ine good
IranaporUUon 1150 JSI-0645

Undents

Ncwlove Apia. Call

3U41I1

el VW excellent, extraa ISM

■MM

in* XI Suiukl MUST SELL
cheap 153-7*43
1171 4M Honda, call 3U-0154
17 Triumph Spitfire, very low
mileage, new Urea, wire
wheels, tonnoau cover. Body
4 engine excellent No rust
353-4375 after 7 p.m

NEEDED!
URGENT!
persona or 1 female to sublet
apt. *s but from campus lor 7171 year. Call 353-2713
Apt for lease summer June
rent free. MO a month call 3630154
To rent for Summer room for 2
students SSO each
Kitchen
faculties. Contact Ahendra
II

NEEDED-2F roommates for
apt. 71.'72 can Carol 2.5706
HELP! I need 4 Is sublease at
Winthrop South for summer
June paid. CiU 352-0511 after «
Private apl for students Fall ft
Summer Ph 352-7056
Summer Savings- ISO gets air
cond. turn, apt near campus,
Ttude 35246U

URGENTLY NEEDED I II
roommate for sum. otr. A-C 4
block from campus SSO mo.
353-7111

Winthrop Terrace now renting
tor Summer* Fall terms. 1,3.4
man apta turn, air cond. pool,
laundromal. 400 Napoleon Rd
office ph 352-9135 between I
am -4 30 p.m. Special Sum
rates for marrleds

Faculty member wishes to
sublet spt for summer to 1 or 2
(acuity or grad student. Call
351-0171 after I p.m

Apt to sublet summer. Funi
and air cond. Univ. Cts. 3517333

I female roommate needed
15 Dodge-eiceUent condlUor, summer otr. Call B3-7M3
Winthrop South
call 3U-71M after 5 p.m.

3 man apt for rent for sum. or
yr. turn, utilities pd. N.
Summit 3534545

Must sell- '17 GTX-conv y-whigh per. cam, headers, run
good. Asking KM call Bob 354-

ani

•5 VW Notchback radio, gaa
IMS Fslcon Convertable 4
speed, buck, seats IIS 2-54S2
•M VW. reasonable, 351-3412

1170 Kawasaki 5*0 Immaculate condldon-luggage
rack, heavy duty suspension,
high apsad stabUtser. shop
manual and four aprocketa
Included A Ian Usuc bargain
Contact 341 Winthrop South
ajtjrl

SPEND THE SUMMER AT
GREENVTEW. i men apt,
furnished, pool reduced rent.
JUNE FREE. Call 354-H61
Apartments
k
Rooms.
Summer, across from campus. Phone J52-7Ja5

1.2,or 3 F house for summer
•50 351-777I

Harley 74 Chopper
BUI 3a4-IM

Urgent! Apt to sublet sumBar. Groom-tow June free
*T 50 all summer 352-7*57

Apt for rent summer 2 girl
students. New 2 bedroom, sir
cond. furn. private sun deck.
353-1711 for sppointrnent

3-4 girl apt to sublet Winthrop
1125 June July August. Pool
sir conditioning. Call 3514*55

Houses for 14-4 students
Summer only, near campus
Phone 3S1-7SIS

3 girls for summer qtr air
conditioned. M0 for ENTIRE
summer;
352-5732

ATTENTION!
Couplea! Need
We welcome you.
View
Apts

Call

Honda 300 cc Good condition
see Gary SU-OteO. 3K WinSsrop South
1170 Suiukl 2S0cc Hustler
rnotorcycls, perfect condition.
Owner In service 353-21*1
1171 Volvo I44S, aalo, AM-FM
radio. 1.100 miles Mast sell
by
11
June
M14434

14 M rmtes for Greenvtew
Apis 1100-summer Mattel

Marrleds. Singles. Grsds,
Undergrads. Need housing f
CsU Pendlelon Realty 353JS41

Married
housing?
Stadium
352-5011

1M4 Comet MM 3514*11, 34

1 bdrm 3 man apt to sublet for
summer; air cond, Gieeiiilew
Apts. Call 3544151 after I

ISM Spart Fury Ply. Convert
All power bast offer-call 3635M4 after 3 pjn.

3 bedroom house for Summer
sublet 1140 mo 354-5142 i after
11 p.m i

Brsnd new deluxe 2 bedroom
apt available for lease from
June 15. 1171 to August 31.
1971
Furnished, carpeted.
gas heat and air conditioning
•1M per month all utilities
paid except electricity ph. 3537311

lMO Dodge, rune, new Urea.
radio, heater, call MiM

2 single rooms for young men.
For Spring or fsll 3U41I7

Persona available Call 2-2011
rnuneohng Center, 90 SS

2 man rooms. 3534141

1 or 2 female roomies wanted
for fall Call 14113

large two or furnished apta.
full m baOXImo. tease, I or 4
man apt. Call 3U4S41 Pendteton Realty

NEED female subteaaer far
summer Is 1 maa Greenvtew
Apt Call 3514671

Ye Okie Plxsa Pub. Stop In
and try our homemade Puxa.
Open Thur. Fri * Ssl nights 611

II 1 females or 4 persons to sublet apt. Juh-eept
JUNE FREE! te bit from
camp. Can 363-17X3

Need 1 roommate for summer
4 man apt Ah- conditioned,
pool. June rent free Cell 364-

Moot recent exposition of
Analytical Psychology The
Symbolic Quest PHILIP
MORTON,
CON.
TEMPORARY JEWELRY III
W.
Wooster

Wanted 1M M saceet Winthrop
S.Apt. for summer Only MM
and June paid! Ah- cond, pool
(eUMlkeorJetaafterlpm
an-TsTI

1 roommate needed for I man
Winthrop Terrace Apt.
Summer Quarter Call Dave
363-7*51

URGENT!! Apt to sub-lease
for steamer CHEAP!! 152TOIUntv Cts

Apt svsllabte for Fall: had

Jury-Aug MS 1 maa needed,
peel Whthrep South »14sa3

Rooms for mate students
Summer ft Fail-cloae-cool and
quiet ph 3534*56

Save the News drive - June
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Grad involvement praised
Merle Albright, president
of the Graduate Student
Senate, said the increased
effectiveness of the GSS this
year is due to a growing involvement of the graduate
students.
He said attendance at GSS
meetings has been steady all
year. "We have a nucleus of
people who have stuck with it
all year." Improved communications has also helped,
Albright said. "We've been
able to make ourselves known
at all levels of the Administration."
Concern shown for other
groups and organizations has
also aided the working rapport
which the GSS has, he said.
"We have demonstrated
that we want to help others
and not Just ourselves. This
has had a very positive impact
on
administrators
and
faculty," Albright laid. "We

have been sought for our
opinions and have been asked
to serve on special committees and our opinion Is
expected," he said.
Although undergraduate
efforts to influence bookstore
operations has been unsuccessful, the GSS has won a
10 per cent discount for
graduate teaching fellows.

/Moore
petition
"

Passing students look over a petition table in front of
the Union. The petition was drawn up by interested
students and expresses concern over President Hollis
A. Moore Jr.'s actions in connection with recent
student arrests.

Pop Culture offers
Tom Mix evening
Old silent movie fans will
receive a treat tonight at I
p.m. in 210 Math-Science Bldg
when the Center For The Study
of Popular Culture presents
"An Rvenlng with Tom Mix."
John Nicholas, a Detroit
auto worker will present his
collection of Tom Mix
memorabilia. The collection
includes movies, photos,
posters, ads and other artifacts of the cowboy hero,
who starred in the silent films
during the Roaring Twenties.
Nicholas,
author
of
"Riding up to Glory, The Life

of Tom Mix," has been
collecting
Tom
Mix
memorabilia since he was
initially impressed by a Tom
Mix movie, "The Lucky
Horseshoe," at the age of five.
During the 45 years that he
has been collecting, he has
accumulated trunks full of
paper clippings as well as
dozens of the old fims.
IN JANUARY, Mike
Marsden of The Center For
The Study of Popular Culture
wrote to Nicholas in the hopes
of acquiring the collection for

Offer to free POW's
termed sham by Reds
One official
PARIS (AP) - North themselves.
Vietnam asserted yesterday added: "We are not playing
that South Vietnam's offer to with numbers or lives."
Foreign Minister Tran Van
free sick and wounded North
Vietnamese prisoners was a Lam of South Vietnam said in
sham and denied statements Saigon that most of the
refusing
in Saigon that only 13 wanted prisoners
repatriation feared reprisals
to go home.
Swiss delegates of the from the Communist regime
International Committee of in Hanoi.
the Red Cross, interviewed 570
'■ sick and wounded prisoners U.S. officials had hoped
and confirmed that only 13 that if the return of 660
were willing to return to the prisoners had gone on, it
North. South Vietnam then might lead to some softening
located 90 other sick and of the North Vietnamese
wounded and said they also position on U.S. prisoners.
refused to go home.
Hanoi has repeatedly said it
VS. officials here said the will not discuss U.S. prisoner
interrogation of the prisoners releases until the United
waa done exclusively by the States announces a withRed Cross and that "we will drawal date for its forces in
let the fads speak for South Vietnam.

the Center. Nicholas declined,
however, saying he planned to
use the collection to start the
"Western Star Museum."
Nicholas' attraction for the
silent film star was a result of
the Mix image as The Good
Guy.
"He inspires me,"
Nicholas said. "I mean the
way he comes right in there,
fighting against evil and all.
He was always fighting for
good, you know."
Nicholas further explained
that Mix epitomizes the
American Dream. He pointed
out that despite being born in a
stable, Mix was able to go on to
stardom in the silent movie
era. Nicholas said that the
Tom Mix tradition is being
carried on by John Wayne,
who started as a stable boy for
Mix.
"John Wayne is everything
Tom Mix ever was," Nicholas
said.

He cited the poor ratio
between student employes
and non-student employes and
the unavailability of some
books as areas in need of
attention.

"We have taken a firm
stand for revamping the
housing situation," Albright
said. He hopes that residence
requirements and segregation
of freshmen can be abolished
and voiced approval of co-ed
living, "even if it means every
other room."
During the year the GSS
established a Graduate Code

Lima inquiry begins
LIMA (AP) - A second
state Inquiry at lima State
Hospital for the criminally
insane got underway today to
determine if 140 patients can
be transferred to other institutions.
Three teams, each composed of a psychiatrist, a
nurse and a social worker,

Donations exceed
expected pledges

• photo by Lynn M. Oh..

"We're happy about that,"
Albright said, "but we're
more concerned with bigger
issues."

began reviewing the cases of
those Inmates who have been
transferred to Lima over the
years from other state mental
institutions.
Dr. Gordon F. Ogram,
assistant commissioner of the
Ohio Division of Mental
Hygiene, said he expects the
teams to finish their work
Thursday.
A team of investigators
under Atty. Gen. William J.
Brown's office is already
probing
allegations
of
brutality against patients at
the hospital.
OGRAM SAID the three
medical teams will try to
decide if the 140 patients under
review could be transferred to
other more appropriate state
institutions.
All the patients in question

Pledge donations from study of creative housing
University seniors are going needs at the University and a
"better than expected, con- "seed fund"
for
the
sidering the Job market" as development of a Performing
the annual Senior Class Arts Center.
Challenge gift campaign for
the Alumni Association
continues.
Some 250 students have
made five-year pledges,
All of this activity revolves
Gerry Traught has antotaling around $15,000, according to Richard Harris, one nounced that his multi-media around the central theme of a
of the program's coordinators. production, "Salome" will be divided personality, the
presented again by popular duality of good and evil with
THE AVERAGE PLEDGE demand In the Men's Gym one personality-Salome, the
struggling, divided person.
has been for M0, as compared tonight from 7-11:30 P-m.
Traught mentioned the
with $50 pledged by the
One dollar donations will possibility of "Salome" going
average senior graduating In
1970, but the total number of be accepted for the benefit of on tour next spring but didn't
recently
arrested comment further.
pledges has gone down, Harris the
students.
said.
Traught said the Student
"We have had problems
Student-Grads
with the great number of Services Forum could not hold
Travel
students in education who are all who tried to attend his last
with >h« American Union
presentation
of
"Salome"
doing their student teaching
of Srudontr, SPECIAL
Btud.nf for.t lo ond
this quarter," he said, adding May 27.
throughout Europ....
"Salome,"
written
and
that the Job market has hurt,
DISCOUNTS on lodging,
moalt, .nt.rtalnm.nt..
too, by leaving "many directed by Traught, a
AUS aorvlco contort In
graduate
student
in
popular
students still unsure about
major cltloB
culture, features the musictheir future."
The campaign goal Is rock and classical-of a local
AMERICAN UNION OF
STUOENTS
$35,000 in pledges, which is to group-Rot Gut, dancers,
400 South Olvlilon
slides-including
classical
art
be invested until the five-year
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104
Phono: (313) 663 3152
pledge period expires in 1976. films, short scenes of dialogue
At that time the senior gift and audience involvement.
committee will allocate the
donations to ecological HELP..HI1P..HEIP..HELP..HEIP..HEIP.
projects on campus, a book
collection for the library, a

have been transferred to Lima
from other institutions,
Ogram said. They were not
specifically committed to the
hospital by court orders.
Consequently, Ogram said,
Mental Hygiene Director Dr.
Kenneth Caver can order
then transferred to other
institutions if the psychiatric
teams deem it fit, without any
court order.
Hospital authorities have
had difficulty transferring
court-committed Inmates to
institutions considered more
appropriate because of the
reluctance of some courts to
drop the charges against the
patients.
Mr. Mushroopi Soys

Issue 71
Issue 71, phone-In
show for WBGU-FM at
86.1, will feature Russel
Raymond Veh of the
American
White
) Nationalist Party at 7
p.m tonight. 372-2000.

B:0. Opens at 7:45
Cartoons at 9:15
at 9:30

If You've Accepted A Job -If You Haven't Located
A Position --- Either Way --

"diary of a
mad housewife'
richard benjamin
carrie snodgress

H(R]

HELP..HELP..HELP..HELP..HELP..HELP.

ELLIOTT GOULD
"I LOVE MY...WIFE"
BRENDA VACCARO • ANGEL TOMPKINS
A UNivt*S<U •K'UM

tICHWCCXCXi

Dream Girl of
Pi Kappa Alpha

Miss Kathy Foreman

SALE

Pu.pl. Mulhroor,
904 E. W„.„r.

1

STADIUM PLAZA'
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES

1616 Frist Woostm Struet

LOWER
DISCOUNT PRICES
EVERYDAY
TOTAL VISCOUNTS .
IN A TOT At DRUG SlORl'

Hibachi
Grill

28 QT
Foam
Ice Chest
Reg 99*

Reg. $9.92

Now 79«

Now $7.-99

$1.75 Sir*
Now $1.09

Gillette
Dry Look

Congratulations
to the
1971

I

Including Belts,
Rings, Sunglasses,
Candles, Love
Jewelry, Indian
Jewelry, Patches

4 0Z

US.

I Jaft.

Up to 50%
off on
500 items

Coppertone
Suntan
Lotion

at 11:30

The Spring volume of |
K the University year- $
| book, The Key, can be jjj
I picked up in the second
floor lobby of the Student
Services Bldg. today _.
and tomorrow or next V
week in The Key office. |
Students will be S
asked to fill out a card S
with their summer §
I address so the summer *
* volume can be sent to «
I them. It will be readying

SALE

Double

See Us or Call —
Placement Line: 372-2356

|Key ready!

SALE SALE

'Salome' restaged

WE NEED
YOUR
ASSISTANCE

of Ethics and a Board of
Review.
The Board was
established so, "Graduate
Students have some group to
go to that will give them the
objective view."
"Graduates are caught in
the middle land, with some
ties to the students and some
to the faculty," Albright said.
He called the board an investigation body, which, after
an initial survey and depth
study of graduate student
complaints, will
make
recommendation! to the Dean
of the Graduate School.

Charcoal
Lighter Fluid
1 Qt. Can
Reg 39«
Now 21c

Protein
21 Shampoo

4 oz can
$1.00 size

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221

B

Now 49c

JohnsoHs
Glory Rig
Cleaner
$1.98 Size
Now $1.32

4 Oz.
98c Size
Now 2 for 99?

Johnson's
Baby Oil
10 Oz.
1.49 size
Now 89c

Specials Good
Thro 6-6-71
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Sink's final hours as

Dick Young-reason for
BG's baseball mediocrity

a Falcon have come

By Fred R. Ortlip
Assistant Sports Editor
While looking In retrospect at Bowling Green's baseball
season and being able to see some of the things that occurred on
the Inside, this writer can understand why the team didn't have
the season it should have had.
To be sure, Bowling Green had the personnel to do much
better than its 19-21 record indicated. The 1971 team was
essentially unchanged from 1970's 16-19 season. That is, the
team wasn't exactly Inexperienced this spring.
Yet, they didn't Improve over a year's tune and I believe
much of the blame can be attributed to the coaching. Dick
Young has finished his coaching career this spring at BG and
will assume his Athletic Director's Job on a full time basis.
He completed his 12-year reign with a good 184-144-6 overall
record, but he has, conversely, been the primary reason for
Bowling Green's mediocre showing this spring.
ITS NOT APPARENT on the outside because Dick Young Is
a good baseball coach. Just ask his players. What he does In
front of the fans has not made the team the loser It is.
Rather, It's his behind-the-scenes antics that has provoked
his players tosometiir.es openly question his policy and treatment of the baseball team.
After talking to several players, my suspicions of dissension
' on the club during portions of the past campaign were verified.
There was definitely a gap-mainly communicatlons-that
Young and his team suffered. Young's baseball savvy was more
than offset by his ineptness of keeping the team together, not
only on the field but off.
Said one player: "He (Young) once said he hates Inconsistency. But there were two pitchers who were coming late
to practice and the games and he said nothing. I was late twice
and had to run laps."
THERE WAS LITTLE rapport on the team. Said a pitcher:
"On a Thursday he told me to get ready to pitch the next
Tuesday. Then the day before the game I find out I'm not even
going on the trip because two other pitchers needed the work,
according to Young."
One pitcher said he never got to study the pitching charts.
"On most teams the guy who's going to pitch the next game sits
in the f t ids and charts the pitches. We always have to be In the
bullpen because we never knew who was pitching next."
Another hurler said: "(Ron) Wellman (pitching coach)
woul.. be with us all week and he knew who was throwing well
ana who wasn't, but Young always had the final say and he
didn't know what was going on out there."
To underscore the communication problem the players
talked about, one said, "The only way he knew you had an initirv W»F when he walked through the training room. He'd say,
'What'.- ine matter?' and keep walking."
BEFORE THE SEASON, Young told his team that every onerun loss is the fault of the coach. BG had 14 such games this
season which can't be all dumped on the skipper's lap, but his
inability to handle the pitching staff contributed to several of
those setbacks.
There was some evidence of his playing "favorites"
throughout the season, but none more flagrant than when he
didn't start team MVP shortstop Gary Haas in the final game of
the season.
It was the final game of the Northwe.-,' Ohio Classic which BG
already had wrapped up and Haa5, a 23-year-old freshman,
needed only two hits to tie co-record holder John Knox for
safeties in a season. In the tourney opener against the same
Toledo team BG waf playing, Haas went 4-for-S.
It was no secret that Knox, who is now playing pro ball, was
one of Young's favorites and for no apparent reason Haas found
himself forgetting about the record by sitting on the bench. He
later got a pinch hit single to come to within one of the mark.
Sure, the tournament title was wrapped up and sure it was
the last game of the season but when there's a record on the line,
most coaches usually give their players a chance. Not Young.
CAN YOU SEE Ralph Houk benching Roger Marls In 1961
because the manager always admired Babe Ruth and didn't
want his home run record broken? Ridiculous.
One wnnd-liner said he was happy for the opportunity
Younp gave tun.. "But the things he said to me-he always
tried to fino tilings wrong with what I was doing and he'd cut me
down instead of trying to help. He doesn't let you forget your
old ways."
From his vantage point on tne bench, the same player didn't
think the guys playing were even happy. "Young didn't give
people many chances," he said.
One freshman said he listened to what the seniors had to say
about Young and he admitted he eventually could understand
why their remarks were so prejudiced against him.
One player s; mpathized with Young somewhat because the
player received a grant-in-aid, but is happy the veteran coach is
leaving.
"Really, what did Young teach us?" he asked. "Only to get
an education and that's fine but I'd like to win too."
It almost goes without saying the players are happy Young is
out of their hair. Said one: "It seemed like Young had been
looking forward to the athletic director's Job for the past few
years. When he got it, it seemed like he didn't care much
whether we won or lost."

ByVlnMannii
Assistant Sports Kit tor

N.w.photo by Vln Monnlv

The duelers

Sid Sink follows Jerry Liebenberg of Western
Michigan in the early
stages of their MAC
steeplechase battle two weeks ago. "Even though I
only got second, he beat me 8:34.7 to 8:40.1," said Sid,
"and I realized that his 8:32.2 time wasn't faster than
I'm capable of, and that he can be beaten."

Brizendine repeats as
first team ail-American
John Brizendine, Bowling
Green lacrosse midfielder,
has been named a first team
ail-American for the second
year in a row by the United
States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association.
Brizendine repeated his
first team honors of 1970 on
the Little Ail-American team
which was selected from
nominees from 73 of the 87
lacrosse teams which belong
to the association.
Brizendine is the 11th ailAmerican selection for
Bowling Green since 1967.
Other selections Include Ed
Hedrick (1967), Pete Farrell
(1967,1968,1989), John Dohms
(1969, 1970), Chuck Winters
(1968), Joe Zimmerman (1970)
and BUI Bruch (1970).
Other selections from the
Midwest Division of the USLA
were Rod Korba of Denison
and Skip Van Bourgoudien of
Ohio State who were chosen to
the second team. Both players
were first team all-Midwest
selections.
Jack Cornell of Denison,
also a first team all-Midwest
choice, was a third team ailAmerican selection.
In addition, Brizendine has
been chosen to play for the
South team in the 30th annual
senior North-South all-Star
Lacrosse game June 12 to be
played at Tufts University in
Medford, Mass. Brizendine
will start practice next
Wednesday for the game.
The Falcon middle Is the
sixth Bowling Green player to
be selected for the game.
In last years' game for the
South, Dohms and Zimmerman helped set up the win.
Farrell and Winters were on
hand when the South won in
1969.
Goalie Hedrick was the
stickers' other representative

THE NEW ISSUE
of

in 1967.
Besides his ail-American
honors and the selection to the
South squad, Brizendine was
named to the all-Midwest first
team for the second year and
was voted the Falcons most

UNDERGRADUATE LITERARY
MAGAZINE
15 NOW BEING
SOLD IN

UNIVERSITY HALL
11:00 TO 4:00 PM

In 18 games as a Falcon.
Brizendine scored 27 goals and
11 assists for two years. The
stickers' record In those two
years was 17-3.
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*Winning all-American honors for
the second time, Brizendine will
play in the annual North -SouJh
lacrosse game featuring the rest

American°*,he
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valuable player for the second
time.

nations b st

*

stickers.

SALE
All remaining bathing
suits - one and two piece
30% to 50% off
Buy the top by your bra size
32-34-36-B-C-D-Cups
The bikini or brief — S,M,L,
8 colors or patterns, not all
sizes in all colors

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

This weekend will be
witness to the passing of one of
the most spectacular careers
ever enjoyed by a Falcon
athlete.
He isn't a head-hunting
defensive end, or a gyroscopic
guard, but a slender young
man whose legs have taken
Urn from Cortland Park, New
York and a twelfth place finish
ka the NCAA cross country
championships in the fall of
1168, all the way to Des
Moines, Iowa where he. won
the NCAA steeplechase crown
last summer.
Sid Sink, whose career as a
six-time all-American In cross
country, and track seemed
like It would never end, will
compete in his last home
outdoor meet for Bowling
Green this Friday and
Saturday in the Central
Collegiate Championships.

only six guys have done that
before.
And Sid's not through
because he will have a chance
for his third "double A" when
he defends his NCAA
steeplechase title in Seattle,
Wash, this June. In addition,
he's got another year of
eligibility for Indoor season,
having stayed out the whole
1970 indoor campaign due to
tendonitis In his left knee.
SO HE COULD BE, dig this
now, sn eight-time allAmerican.
Yet distance runners like
Sid, whose efforts for the most
pert aren't witnessed by
stadiums filled with 60,000 or
field houses of 17,000 are
looked on as something different from other athletes.
Different, with perhaps a
touch of strangeness.
Like what kind of guy does
it take to run 100 miles a week,
besides daily practice,
sometimes alone, other times
with a bunch of teammates,
merely for a weekend race
that will probably take up a
little more than four minutes,
or fourteen minutes, and at
the most a half hour?
He's got to be some kind of
machine.
Sid admits that racing has
become more of a mental
challenge than a physical one
for him, and with all his
successes one might think
mental toughness is Sid Sink
personified.
Maybe, but to the point
where he's a machine incapable of emotion, particularly in defeat, no.

never closed the gsp.
Finishing
fourth, Sid admitted he was psyched out by
the course st Ohio University.
"This is where I Injured my
knee the year before, so I let
my fear of the coarse Influence my running," he said.
"I didn't even bother trying to
catch Liebenberg I was so
upset."
Then there was another
incident which occurred at
MAC track and field championships just a few weeks
ago.
Sid was literally knocked
down in defeat in the mile, but
this time there were no tears,
only smoldering anger which
consumed him unlike ever
before.

"I WAS FURIOUS with
myself," he said
"I'd let
myself get boxed in so when I
tried to move to the outside I
got tripped up, and knocked
down. It's the first time I'd
ever fallen in a race."
IT DOESN'T SEEM that
"I was mad at letting
long ago but, I remember that
Liebenberg get away like that,
little basketball halftime
especially after he'd beaten
ceremony the winter after his
me in the steeplechase,
sophomore cross country
because he was sure to win,
season, when Sid and his
and I'd let the team down,"
coach, Mel Brodt, came out to
Sid explained. "That was ten
mldcourt to accept Sid's first
points I could "ve gotten for
all-American award.
them."
"An all-American in cross
The team. One of Sid's
country?" I asked myself.
driving forces.
Up till that moment, the
"I think I can win most of
only college ail-Americans I'd
the races I go into, and
ever Imagined were either
because the team's counting
stud running backs who'd
on me, I feel like I have to win
picked up a thousand yards or
it for them," Sid said. "When
more and a dozen touchdowns
I win. It's as much a lift for
for Oklahoma, or some nimble
them as It is for me."
guard who rang up 25 points or
This is why Sid likes cross
so a game for South Carolina.
country more than track.
"I CRIED after we lost the
But an all-American cross
"It's more of a team sport,
country runner for Bowling MAC cross country cham- whereas track gets to be an
pionship," Sid said. 'We were individual thing," he said.
Green?
Sid's no pro-sized halfback defending champs picked to "That's why our upset over
or 25-point-a-game guard but win It again, and we finished Western Michigan for the
he won all-American twice third."
MAC cross country chamUpset with his own per- pionship two years ago meant
more after that In cross
country, and twice more in formance, he trailed Western so much to us."
outdoor track as well, and Michigan's Jerry Uebenberg
"WE WERE PICKED to
by 30 yards the whole race and
finish third, but we were all
high because we knew we had
a better chance than that," he
ssld. "We all ran great and
beat Western by one point,"
Sid said.
Leading that upset was
Sink who crossed the finish
line first despite a knee injury
which prevented him from
any running two weeks prior
to the meet.
That was Sid's last big
thrill until he won the NCAA
steeplechase (8:40.9) last
summer in the race that
nobody saw because it was
pouring rain.
Despite the torrential
downpour, Sid ran the 3000
meters In 8:40.9 and said "I
was dazed after I finished, it
took a while to sink in that I'd
won."
Sid's very much aware of
one thing though, and that is
that one of the toughest
challenges he'll ever face will
take place at four o'clock
tomorrow afternoon.
"I've won the CCC
steeplechase three years In a
row, and I'd love to make it
four," he said.
But as wine gets better
with age, so has Sid's competition in the steeplechase
the past three years.
ONE PARTICULAR bottle
of spirits, aged in Kalamazoo,
Michigan,
and
labeled
Jerome Liebenberg, has
proven to be stuff too strong
N.w.photo by Jim F«r.tl.
for Sid to handle In the MAC
There is no tape adrift around his
the last two years.
waist, nor any. jubilant teamIn the recent MAC
steeplechase, Sid was awed by
mates to engulf him for here is Sid
liebenberg's 8:32.2 time run
Sink, a loser in the MAC
the week before at the
steeplechase two weeks ago.
University of Tennessee's
Dogwood Relays. As a result,
"I concentrated on him too
much and not enough on the
hurdles," Sid explained, "so I
Tickets for the 46th annual
Forty-eight teams, In- wasn't Jumping them well at
Central Collegiate Conference cluding Michigan, Indiana, •H and lost."
Thus Sid's other driving
Track and Field Cham- Iowa, Northwestern,
pionships scheduled for Michigan State, and Ohio force, his pride, will be put to .
Bowling
Green
State State, as well as Nebraska, the test tomorrow in s duel
University, June 4-6, are on Kansas and Missouri of the between Liebenberg, snd
sale now at the Memorial Hall Big Eight, will compete In the himself-the top two collegiate
steeplechasers in the nation.
ticket office.
meet.
"Nobody's ever beaten me
Although tickets will be
Defending
champion
available at the gate for the Indiana, Southeastern con- twice in anything," said Sid,
"so I'm better mentally
two-day track spectacular, a ference champion Tennessee,
special $2.50 meet ticket will Big Eight kingpin Kansas and prepared for Liebenberg than
I was two weeks ago."
be sold in advance in addition Mid-American conference
The gods couldn't have
to the daily tickets which will champion Western Michigan
designed a more fitting trial to
be $1.50 on Friday and $2 on are rated the favorites for the
climax the wars waged and
Saturday.
team title.
won by as indomitable a r
Student tickets will be $1
Starting time for events on
warrior as Bowling Green
for each session, and are on Friday is 3 p jn. and 10 s jn. on
shall ever see, Sid Sink.
sale everyday.
Saturday.

CCC tix on sale

